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Broadloom Carpets

When it comes to striking a great ‘first impression’ of beauty and prestige, 
broadloom carpets are above everything else. They splendidly enhance the 
look and give a feeling of distinction in interior design.
 
Broadloom carpets are lush in texture, and are soft to walk on. No wonder 
then that they are a favourite of the hospitality industry. They’re known to 
improve air quality, block sound transmission, and trap particles and allergens 
that can be later vacummed away. They retain their grace for many years and 
are economical in the long run. Meets all expectations and how!

• Easy to clean and maintain
• Stain and fade resistant
• Anti-Static and fire-resistant
• Acoustic sound and heat insulation

Let our designs speak for themselves



In imperfection lies true beauty. 

Philosophy

Wabi-Sabi embraces acceptance of transience and imperfection. It’s the belief that in 
imperfect, impermanent, and incomplete lies profound beauty. In life, everything we have goes 
through a process of evolution. It so happens that some imperfections end up making things 
more beautiful.

The philosophy of Wabi Sabi encourages people to not hide these but bring them to life. 
The art form of Kintsugi does a stellar job of bringing these flaws to life. This art is used to 
highlight cracks in a pot with lacquer and gold dust, thereby celebrating its flaws rather than 
hiding them.

The influences of this philosophy on our current collection of flooring is incredible as can been 
seen through the designs depicting the patina, kintsugi and patchwork effects.
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Ballroom & Pre-Function



WS-18-0015-2
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WS-18-0009-3WS-18-0009-2WS-18-0008

FlaxFlaxFlax
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Flax Goldleaf Root Pigeon



Hotel Lobby



WS-18-0009-1



WS-18-0013-4WS-18-0013-3WS-18-0013-1
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Lift Lobby

WS-18-0013-2



WS-18-0013-4



WS-18-0010-2WS-18-0010-3WS-18-0010-1

FlaxFlaxFlax

BlushValley MistPigeon

Dark ChocolateSeagreenBright
Gold Dust
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WS-18-0010-4

Flax Pigeon Polished Yankee Blue Flag Blue



Auditorium



WS-18-0010-4



WS-18-0011-4WS-18-0011-3WS-18-0011-2

FlaxFlaxFlax

Valley mistValley MistPigeon

Yankee BlueTropicCinnabar

BlushGoldleafPolished

PolishedChocolateBlush

WS-18-0011-1

Flax Puce Pigeon Chocolate Dark Chocolate



Restaurant



WS-18-0011-1



To transform your flooring, just get in touch with us:

Website : www.welspunflooring.com

Toll free : 1800 120 1161


